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Binding space and time through action

N. Binetti1, N. Hagura1, C. Fadipe, A. Tomassini2, V. Walsh1 and S. Bestmann2

1UCL Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience, and 2Sobell Department of Motor Neuroscience and Movement
Disorders, UCL Institute of Neurology, University College London, London, UK

Space and time are intimately coupled dimensions in the human brain. Sev-

eral lines of evidence suggest that space and time are processed by a shared

analogue magnitude system. It has been proposed that actions are instru-

mental in establishing this shared magnitude system. Here we provide

evidence in support of this hypothesis, by showing that the interaction

between space and time is enhanced when magnitude information is

acquired through action. Participants observed increases or decreases in

the height of a visual bar (spatial magnitude) while judging whether a sim-

ultaneously presented sequence of acoustic tones had accelerated or

decelerated (temporal magnitude). In one condition (Action), participants

directly controlled the changes in bar height with a hand grip device,

whereas in the other (No Action), changes in bar height were externally con-

trolled but matched the spatial/temporal profile of the Action condition. The

sign of changes in bar height biased the perceived rate of the tone sequences,

where increases in bar height produced apparent increases in tone rate. This

effect was amplified when the visual bar was actively controlled in the

Action condition, and the strength of the interaction was scaled by the mag-

nitude of the action. Subsequent experiments ruled out that this was simply

explained by attentional factors, and additionally showed that a monotonic

mapping is also required between grip force and bar height in order to bias

the perception of the tones. These data provide support for an instrumental

role of action in interfacing spatial and temporal quantities in the brain.
1. Introduction
Space and time are tightly interwoven dimensions in the brain, as evidenced by

psychophysical [1–4], neuropsychological [5–8] and neuroimaging accounts

[9]. Spatial and temporal information are known to interact in a variety of differ-

ent contexts [10–14]. For example, size information biases the perception of the

velocity of moving stimuli [15] as well as the duration of stationary stimuli [16].

The spatial separation between sequentially presented stimuli is known to affect

judgements of the temporal interval separating them (Kappa effect). Conver-

sely, the temporal interval between sequential stimuli affects the perception

of their spatial separation (Tau effect) [12,17,18].

These interactions between spatial and temporal information have led to the

hypothesis that space and time are represented in a shared magnitude format

(ATOM—A Theory Of Magnitude; [19]; see also [15]). The ATOM model

suggests that the brain is equipped with a shared analogue magnitude

system used to process quantities of space, time and number, based on a

common neural metric [19–21]. A shared system for quantities of space and

time explains monotonic magnitude compatibility effects where more of one

quantity ‘A’ determines the perception of more of another quantity ‘B’ (e.g. a

stimulus of a larger size appears to last longer; [16]; see also [10]).

The ATOM model proposes that we learn the concepts of ‘how far’, ‘how

long’ and ‘how many’ by acting upon our environment. An indication of this

is provided by the behavioural interactions between action and time [3,22–27],

actions and numbers [28,29], and actions and space [30–32]. A pivotal role of

action in establishing representations of time, space and number is also sup-

ported by the fact that the processing of such quantities overlap in parietal

brain regions concerned with action control [11,33–35]. The ATOM model also

hypothesizes that actions are instrumental in establishing a common system for
lakshmi S.
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representing space, time and number in a shared magnitude

format. Through actions we can learn associations that occur

across different magnitude domains, such, for example, that

larger objects tend to be generally heavier [36] or that the

time it takes us to cover a certain distance by foot will be pro-

portional to the number of steps we take. This seems also

intuitive given how in the context of action, space and time

are rarely segregated [29]: actions are constrained in time

and space and are characterized by precisely coordinated

spatio-temporal neuromuscular events. Moreover, for actions

such as pointing, reaching, walking or catching, magnitudes

of space and time frequently covary in that actions that

cover larger distances often take more time to unfold. How-

ever, aside these hints, there is still no experimental evidence

in support of an instrumental role of action in binding spatial

and temporal information in a shared representational format.

Here we sought to directly assess whether actions can

enhance the interaction between space and time. If actions

are indeed instrumental in interfacing spatial and temporal

magnitudes in a shared magnitude format, then the interaction

between these magnitudes should be modulated by actions.
2. Experiment 1: action enhances the interaction
between space and time

(a) Methods and stimuli
In Experiment 1, participants (N ¼ 12, eight females, 24.4+
3.5 years) evaluated linearly accelerating/decelerating

sequences of brief acoustic tones (temporal magnitude), while

viewing linear increases or decreases in height of a vertical

red bar (spatial magnitude) (figure 1a,d ). We tested how

actively controlling changes in the spatial magnitude (Action

condition) affects the processing of the temporal magnitude,
when compared to a control condition in which equivalent

changes in spatial magnitude were externally controlled (No-

Action condition) (figure 1d ). On each trial, an empty rec-

tangular frame was presented at the centre of the display,

covering approximately 108 of visual angle at a 57 cm view-

ing distance. A text presented above the frame indicated

whether on the current trial the participant had to act upon

the force gripper with their dominant hand (‘Action’ or ‘No

Action’ trial). In the Action trials, pressure exerted on the

force gripper controlled the filling or emptying of the frame

with a red bar. In order to start each trial, participants had

to preliminarily match the bar height to a set of stationary

green trackers positioned on the left and right sides of the

rectangular frame. In the Increasing force trials, the green

trackers were near the bottom of the frame, while in the

Decreasing force trials the green trackers were near the top

of the frame. Two events ensued as soon as this threshold

was reached: (i) the green markers started moving at a

fixed rate upwards or downwards along the frame, requiring

the participant to either progressively apply more (Increasing

force trials ¼ increase bar height) or less force (Decreasing

force trials ¼ decrease bar height) in order to match their

motion and (ii) an auditory tone sequence was presented

(figure 1b). In the No Action condition, participants passively

viewed increases/decreases in the visual bar’s height without

any active force production (i.e. the changes in bar height

mirrored the upward or downward motion of the tracker).

We tested seven different tones sequences (8 tones, 50 ms
RSPB20150381—10/3/15—20:07–Copy Edited by: Mahalakshmi S.
each). The inter-onset intervals which separated the tones

could linearly increase or decrease, determining sequences

with seven possible degrees of acceleration/deceleration

(figure 1c; see [32]). On each trial, one type of sequence was

randomly selected and presented to the participant, at the

end of which participants indicated whether the sequence

appeared to accelerate or decelerate (perceptual task) on a

mouse button with their non-dominant hand. We collected

20 observations per trial type, for a total of 560 trials per par-

ticipant (20 trials � 2 Task conditions � 2 Spatial Magnitude
conditions � 7 tone sequence Degrees of acceleration). Trial

order was randomized.

(b) Analysis
We fit the proportion of ‘tones accelerated’ responses with a

cumulative logistic function [37,38] to obtain a Point of

Subjective Isochrony (PSI): degree of acceleration in tone

sequence, in Dt ms, required to produce a 50% proportion of

‘tones accelerated’ responses (psychometric fits provided in

electronic supplementary material). This value represented

how much the perception of the tone sequence was affected

by the change in height of the visual bar. PSIs were compared

within a 2 � 2 repeated measures ANOVA with factors Task
(Action/No Action) and Spatial Magnitude (Increase/Decrease).

(c) Results
The analysis revealed no significant main effect of Task
(F1,11 ¼ 2.13, p ¼ 0.173, h2

p ¼ 0:16), a significant main effect

of Spatial Magnitude (F1, 1114:9, p , 0:01, h2
p ¼ 0:58) and a

significant Task � Spatial Magnitude interaction (F1,11 ¼

16.58, p , 0.01, h2
p ¼ 0:6). We explored the significant

interaction with Bonferroni-corrected t-tests which revealed

a significant difference between increases and decrea-

ses in Spatial magnitude in the Action condition (t11 ¼ 4.19,

p , 0.01, d ¼ 1.21), and a marginally significant difference

in the No Action condition (t11 ¼ 2.61, p ¼ 0.047, d ¼ 0.75)

(figure 1e). The significant Task � Spatial Magnitude inter-

action resulted from a disparity in the difference in PSI

between the Increasing and Decreasing trials of the Action

and No Action condition. The difference in PSI between

Increasing and Decreasing trials was far more pronounced

in the Action condition with respect to the No Action con-

dition (302% larger PSI difference). While space–time

interactions have been extensively reported independently

of action [20,39], the strength of this interaction was far

more pronounced when participants actively produced the

changes in the spatial magnitude.
3. Experiment 2: differences in attentional
demands do not account for the effect of
action on the interaction of space and time

(a) Methods and stimuli
Experiment 1 showed that the magnitude compatibility

between the spatial and temporal magnitudes was enhanced

when changes in bar height were actively controlled (Action

condition). However, differences in attentional load between

the Action and No Action conditions may have contributed

to this result, as the interaction between different sensory

events can be modulated by attention [40–43]. The smaller
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Figure 1. (a) Dual task set-up: participants perform gripping actions with increasing/decreasing force (all experiments), or with sustained force (Experiment 5) while
simultaneously evaluating whether a tone sequence accelerated or decelerated. A red bar provided a visual indicator of grip force. The upwards or downwards motion of
two green trackers provided the required rate of force increase or decrease (or indication of force error in Experiments 4 and 5). Participants had to adjust force through-
out the trial to match the bar height to the tracker’s motion (Increase/Decrease trials). (b) Both the action and the tone sequence took place in 3900 ms, after which
participants responded whether the tone sequence appeared to accelerate or decelerate in a 2AFC scenario. (c) Inter-onset interval of each tone sequence (8 tones,
7 intervals). Dt ms indicates the difference in ms between the first and seventh interval. (d ) Experiment 1. In the Action trials, grip force was directly mapped to the
changes in bar height (Spatial Magnitude), i.e. increases (or decreases) in force were translated online into increases (or decreases) in bar height. In the No Action trials,
the changes in bar height were externally controlled and perfectly matched the motion of the green trackers. (e) Experiment 1—PSI ( points of subjective isochrony) in
Dt ms for Increase/Decrease trials of the Action and No Action condition (error bars depict standard error). (Online version in colour Q3.)
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magnitude compatibility effect observed in the No Action

condition could have resulted from reduced attentional com-

mitment to the changes in bar height, which in turn might

affect its interaction with the auditory stimuli. In order to
RSPB20150381—10/3/15—20:07–Copy Edited by: Mahalakshmi S.
constrain attention to changes in bar height throughout the

trial, in Experiment 2 participants performed an attentionally

demanding No Action-jitter task condition, along an Action

condition (identical to that in Experiment 1) (N ¼ 12, eight
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Figure 2. (a) Experiment 2. Action trials were identical to those in Experiment 1. In the No Action trials a random jitter was added to the externally controlled increases
or decreases in bar height. Simultaneously to monitoring the tone sequence, participants had to indicate if the jittering bar had been on average more time above or
below the trackers throughout the trial. (b) Experiment 2—Performance in the No Action-jitter detection task. Proportion of responses ‘bar was more time above the
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Increase/Decrease trials of the Action and No Action-jitter task condition. (d ) Experiment 3. Participants performed trials involving Large or Small changes in grip force
and bar height (D G/B). In the Large D G/B trials, participants had to match the bar height to the trackers which moved upwards or downwards across the whole extent
of the rectangular frame. In the Small D G/B trials, the tracker’s motion was confined to a smaller region around the centre of the rectangular frame. (e) Experiment
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females, 23.7+ 3.9 years). Within the No Action-jitter task

condition, the changes in bar height mirrored the motion of

the tracker, but did so with the addition of a random jitter

(figure 2a). The jitter was normally distributed with a mean

either centred on the tracker’s position (providing a baseline),
RSPB20150381—10/3/15—20:07–Copy Edited by: Mahalakshmi S.
or positioned slightly above or below the tracker (mean ¼ 0,

þ3 or 23 pixels with respect to the tracker, s.d. ¼ 15

pixels). In the No Action-jitter task trials, additionally to

paying attention to the tone sequence, participants also had

to report at the end of the trial with a mouse button press
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whether the bar had been on average more time above or

below the trackers.
spb.royalsocietypublishing.org
Proc.R.Soc.B

20150381
(b) Results
We measured participant’s performance in the jitter detection

trials to determine whether the task was difficult enough to

engage participants’ attention throughout the whole extent

of the trial. Participants classified the bar as ‘above the

tracker’: in 45% of trials when mean jitter centred below the

tracker, in 59% of trials when centred on the tracker position

(baseline), in 69% of trials when positioned above the tracker

(figure 2b). Performance was significantly different to the

baseline, both when the mean jitter was positioned above

and below the tracker (bar below tracker versus baseline:

t11 ¼ 23.67, p ¼ 0.004, d ¼ 21.06; bar above tracker versus

baseline: t11 ¼ 2.42, p ¼ 0.03, d ¼ 0.7). Therefore, it is likely

that the jitter task strongly engaged participant’s attention.

We ran a 2 � 2 repeated measures ANOVA on PSIs with

factors Task (Action/No Action-dual task) and Spatial Magni-
tude (Increase/Decrease). The analysis revealed no significant

effect of Task (F1,11 ¼ 0.73, p ¼ 0.41, h2
p ¼ 0:06), a significant

effect of Spatial Magnitude (F1,11 ¼ 14.62, p , 0.01, h2
p ¼ 0:57Þ

and a significant Task � Spatial Magnitude interaction

(F1,11 ¼ 6.62, p , 0.05, h2
p ¼ 0:38). Bonferroni-corrected t-

tests revealed that, although a significant difference in PSI

between Increasing and Decreasing trials was observed in

the No Action condition (t11 ¼ 2.95, p , 0.05, d ¼ 0.85), the

degree of the effect was stronger in the Action condition

(t11 ¼ 3.85, p , 0.01, d ¼ 1.11), which resulted in the signifi-

cant Task � Spatial Magnitude interaction (figure 2c). The

difference in PSI was larger by a factor of 200% in the

Action condition with respect to the No Action condition.

However, this result does not necessarily entail that the

level of attention required in the No Action-task was comple-

tely matched to the attention required to minimize tracking

error in the Action condition. In order to more directly

assess the impact of attentional load on the biased perception

of the tone sequence, we compared performance in the Exper-

iment 1 No Action condition to that in the Experiment 2

No Action-jitter condition. We ran a 2 � 2 Mixed Factorial

ANOVA with Spatial Magnitude (Increase/Decrease) as

within factor and Experiment (Experiment 1 No Action/

Experiment 2 No Action-jitter) as categorical predictor. The

analysis revealed a significant effect of Spatial Magnitude
(F1,22 ¼ 14.69, p , 0.01, h2

p ¼ 0:4), no effect of Experiment
(F1,22 ¼ 1.53, p ¼ 0.23, h2

p ¼ 0:065) and no significant Spatial
Magnitude � Experiment interaction (F1,22 ¼ 1.77, p ¼ 0.197,

h2
p ¼ 0:075). The lack of an Experiment main effect and of

a Spatial Magnitude � Experiment interaction shows that

differences in attentional engagement (which is necessarily

higher in the No Action-jitter condition) have no significant

impact on the biased perception of the tone sequence.

Also, given that participants produced categorically similar

responses for the tone sequence (‘accelerating/decelerating’)

and for the jittered bar (‘above/below’), we tested whether

PSIs in the No Action-jitter condition might reflect a semantic

compatibility confound. We separately fit ‘semantically compa-

tible’ (e.g. ‘tones increasing’/‘jitter above’) and ‘semantically

incompatible’ (e.g. ‘tones increasing’/‘jitter below’) trials

based on the compatibility of the responses to the tone

sequence and jitter task. A comparison of the resulting PSIs

revealed no significant difference as function of Semantic
RSPB20150381—10/3/15—20:08–Copy Edited by: Mahalakshmi S.
Compatibility (t1,11 ¼ 1.25, p¼ 0.24, d¼ 0.36), therefore ruling

out that shifts in PSI reflected an interaction of responses to

the tone sequence and to the jittered bar position.
4. Experiment 3: action magnitude scales the
interaction between space and time

(a) Methods and stimuli
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that active control of changes in

bar height (opposed to externally controlled changes in bar

height), resulted in a stronger space–time association, thus

showing that active control was driving the biased perception

of the tone sequence. In Experiment 3, we wanted to explore

whether the strength of the space–time interaction was scalable

as a function of the amount of change in grip force and bar

height [3,44]. This was important in order to establish whether

active control simply determined a ‘stepwise’ increase in the

space–time interaction, or if the strength of this interaction

was modulated by the amount of change in grip force and/

or amount of change in bar height controlled by grip force.

Participants (N ¼ 12, five females, 23.9+ 5.1 years; new

sample) carried out a similar task to the Action condition

of Experiment 1, where we compared actions that entailed

large changes in grip force and bar height (‘Large D G/B’)

to actions that entailed small changes in grip force and bar

height (‘Small D G/B’). These different actions were deter-

mined by the extent of space covered by the green trackers

throughout the trial (figure 2d ). In order to eliminate any con-

found of differences in maximum force output, we matched

both conditions for average force. In both ‘Large Change’

and ‘Small Change’ trials, the motion of the trackers was

centred on the mid-section of the bar, thus equating all

trials for average force.

(b) Results and discussion
A 2 � 2 repeated measures ANOVA on PSIs revealed a non-

significant effect of D G/B (F1,11 ¼ 3.56, p ¼ 0.09, h2
p ¼ 0:24), a

significant effect of Spatial Magnitude (F1,11 ¼ 24.56, p , 0.001,

h2
p ¼ 0:69) and a significant D G/B � Spatial Magnitude

interaction (F1,11 ¼ 6.96, p , 0.05, h2
p ¼ 0:39). Bonferroni cor-

rected t-tests revealed a significant difference in PSI

between Increasing and Decreasing trials in the Large D G/B
condition (t11 ¼ 4.69, p , 0.01, d ¼ 1.35), and a marginally

significant difference in PSI between Increasing and Decreas-

ing trials in the Small D G/B condition (t11 ¼ 2.59, p ¼ 0.05,

d ¼ 0.74) (figure 2e). The difference in PSI between Increasing

and Decreasing trials was larger by a factor of 267% in the

Large D G/B condition with respect to the Small D G/B con-

dition (Large D G/B PSI mean difference ¼ 91 ms versus

Small D G/B PSI mean difference ¼ 34 ms), thus explaining

the significant D G/B � Spatial Magnitude interaction.
5. Experiment 4: opposite actions that produce
no changes in spatial magnitude do not bias
the perception of the temporal magnitude

(a) Methods and stimuli
Experiments 1–3 showed that actively controlled changes in

bar height biased the perception of the tone sequence. But
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what specifically biased the perception of the tones: the

changes in grip force, the changes in bar height or both? In

Experiment 4, we isolated the contribution of changes in

grip force from the changes in bar height. We did this by

having participants (N ¼ 12; eight females, 26.6+4 years;

new sample) carry out gripping actions with increasing or

decreasing force which were translated into a visual represen-

tation of force error (i.e. error in rate of change of grip force;

figure 3a). On each trial, a text instructed the participant what

type of action to produce (Force Magnitude: Increase or

Decrease grip force). As in Experiment 1, participants had

to slowly apply force until they reached a predetermined

threshold level. Once the threshold was reached, the partici-

pant would have to increase or decrease grip force at an

appropriate rate (identical to that of Experiment 1). Stationary

green trackers positioned at the centre of the bar indicated the

desired rate, while the bar height depicted the error between

required and produced rate. The bar would be beneath the

markers when the rate was too slow (produced , required),

while it would be above the markers when it was too fast

(produced . required). The greater the displacement of the

bar form the trackers, the greater the error. Participants

thus learned to keep the bar continuously positioned in

proximity of the green markers throughout the whole

extent of the trial.

(b) Results
We carried out a paired sample t-test comparing PSIs between

the trials requiring increasing versus decreasing grip force

(Force Magnitude: increase versus decrease). Gripping actions

with increasing or decreasing force that determined no

changes in bar height, showed no significant difference in

the perception of the tone sequences (t11 ¼ 0.78, p ¼ 0.45,

d ¼ 0.22; figure 3b).
6. Experiment 5: identical actions that produce
opposite changes in spatial magnitude bias
the perception of the temporal magnitude

(a) Methods and stimuli
In Experiment 5, we isolated the contribution of changes in

bar height by eliminating changes in grip force. In this case,

a new sample of participants (N ¼ 11, eight females, 26.6+
4 years) performed gripping actions with constant force

which translated into either a filling or emptying of the bar

(constant force/varying consequence mapping). In this case,

grip force was mapped to the velocity with which the bar

would either fill or empty: a greater force produced faster fill-

ing or emptying of the bar. The goal was that of filling or

emptying the bar at the correct rate, matching the motion

of the green trackers (figure 3c). At the beginning of each

trial, participants had to reach a fixed force threshold to trig-

ger the motion of the green trackers and the tone sequence

onset (equivalent to the mean force of all previous exper-

iments). Once the threshold was met, participants had to

sustain this force level throughout the trial. A text at the

beginning of the trial informed, the participant whether

their action would translate into a filling or emptying of the

bar (Spatial Magnitude, increase or decrease). Participants also

carried out in a separate block a direct grip force/bar height
RSPB20150381—10/3/15—20:08–Copy Edited by: Mahalakshmi S.
mapping task (as Experiment 1) to provide a comparison

measure for the effect (Mapping, constant or direct).

(b) Results and discussion
A 2 � 2 repeated measures ANOVA, with factors Mapping
(Sustained/Direct), and Spatial Magnitude (Increase/Decrease),

showed no main effect of Mapping (F1,11 ¼ 0.15, p ¼ 0.71,

h2
p ¼ 0:01), a significant effect of Spatial magnitude (F1,11 ¼

23.03, p , 0.01, h2
p ¼ 0:68) and no significant Mapping � Spatial

Magnitude interaction (F1,11 ¼ 0.04, p ¼ 0.85, h2
p ¼ 0:003). This

indicated that sustained force actions determined significant

differences in the perception of the tone sequences depending

on whether they entailed an increase or decrease in visual

bar height (figure 3d). Participants were more likely to report

the tone sequence as accelerating when the sustained grip

entailed an increase in bar height. This effect was equivalent

in sign and magnitude to the direct Mapping condition. This

indicated that changes in grip force are not necessary to bias

the perception of the tone sequence as long as the action entails

changes in bar height.
7. Experiment 6: conflicting changes in force and
spatial magnitude do not bias the perception
of the temporal magnitude

(a) Methods and stimuli
In Experiments 4 and 5, we found that, when changes in grip

force and bar height were assessed individually, the key

element biasing the perception of the tone sequence were

the changes in bar height. In Experiment 6, we tested whether

grip force and bar height interact when both are subject to

changes in magnitude, but these changes are inversely

mapped (i.e. increase in force ¼ decrease in spatial magni-

tude; figure 3e). If changes in action magnitude do not

interact with changes in spatial magnitude, then the biased

perception of the tone sequence should be exclusively

explained by the sign of changes in the spatial magnitude.

If on the other hand changes in action magnitude interact

with changes in spatial magnitude, then we should expect a

weakening or cancelling of their combined effect on the

tone sequence.

A new sample of participants (N ¼ 12, six females, 27.9+
7.3 years) performed gripping actions with increasing or

decreasing force: in one block grip force was inversely

mapped to bar height (‘Inverse’), whereas in another block, it

was directly mapped to bar height (‘Direct’; as Experiment 1)

to provide a comparison measure for the effect.

(b) Results and discussion
We ran a 2 � 2 repeated measures ANOVA, with Mapping
(Inverse/Direct), and Spatial Magnitude (Increase/Decrease)

as factors. The analysis revealed no main effect of Mapping
(F1,11 ¼ 0.98, p ¼ 0.34, h2

p ¼ 0:08), a main effect of Spatial
Magnitude (F1,11 ¼ 13.5, p , 0.01, h2

p ¼ 0:55) and a borderline

non-significant Mapping � Spatial Magnitude interaction

(F1,11 ¼ 3.68, p ¼ 0.08, h2
p ¼ 0:25). Despite the non-significant

interaction, we ran a post-hoc analysis since we were specifi-

cally interested in assessing if there were differences between

Increases and Decreases in Spatial Magnitude across the two

Mapping conditions. Bonferroni corrected t-tests revealed
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Figure 3. (a) Experiment 4. Grip force was mapped unto a visual depiction of force error. Participants had to increase or decrease force at an appropriate rate. If the bar
was below the trackers, it meant the rate was too slow, while above the trackers it meant the rate was too fast. Ideally participants had to increase or decrease force at a
rate that maintained bar height constant. (b) Experiment 4—PSI ( points of subjective isochrony) for Increase/Decrease force trials. (c) Experiment 5. Sustained grip force
was mapped unto a visual depiction of force error (Sustained Mapping). A constant grip force determined the velocity with which bar height would increase or decrease.
Participants had to maintain a target force level to produce increases/decreases in bar height that matched the tracker’s motion. If the bar was below the trackers, it meant
the force was too low, and vice versa. The Sustained Mapping condition was compared to a Direct Mapping condition (identical to Experiment 1). (d ) Experiment 5—PSI
( points of subjective isochrony) for Increase/Decrease bar height trials, in the Sustained and Direct Mapping conditions. (e) Experiment 6. Grip force was inversely mapped
to bar height where increases (or decreases) in force translated to decreases (or increases) in bar height. The Inverse mapping condition was compared to a Direct mapping
condition. (f ) PSI ( points of subjective isochrony) for Increase/Decrease bar height trials in the Inverse and Direct mapping conditions. (Online version in colour.)
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that increases and decreases in Spatial Magnitude significantly

differed in the Direct Mapping condition (t11 ¼ 3.21, p , 0.01,

d ¼ 0.92, figure 3f ), while they did not differ in the Inverse

Mapping condition (t11 ¼ 2.27, p ¼ 0.08, d ¼ 0.66). When

both grip force and bar height changed, but did so with

opposite signs, the magnitude compatibility effect was can-

celled. Therefore, the way grip force is mapped to the

changes in the spatial quantity is important in mediating

the space–time interaction.

Alternatively to a space–time magnitude compatibility

being enhanced by action, we could also hypothesize that

the action directly biases the perception of the bar height,

and this in turn affects the perception of the tone sequence.

We tested this possibility by comparing tracking errors in

the Direct versus Inverse Mapping conditions of Experiment

6. If actions distort the perception of the changes in bar

height, then opposite actions (increase versus decrease in

force) should determine differences in tracking overshoot/

undershoot when controlling the same changes in bar height

(increase OR decrease in height). In other words, filling the

bar by increasing force (Direct mapping) should result in

undershooting the trackers (which are not controlled through

action) opposed to when the bar is filled by decreasing force

(Inverse mapping). We calculated for each participant the aver-

age tracking overshoot/undershoot for the Increase and

Decrease Spatial magnitude trials in both the Direct and

Inverse mapping conditions. We entered average overshoot/

undershoot errors into a repeated measures ANOVA with fac-

tors Mapping (Direct/Inverse) and Spatial Magnitude (Increase/

Decrease). The analysis revealed no main effect of Mapping
(F1,11¼ 2.34, p ¼ 0.15, h2

p ¼ 0:18), no main effect of Spatial
Magnitude (F1,11¼ 1.44, p ¼ 0.25, h2

p ¼ 0:17) and, crucially, no

Mapping � Spatial Magnitude interaction (F1,11¼ 1.88, p ¼ 0.2,

h2
p ¼ 0:16). The lack of a significant interaction shows that in

the present set-up it is unlikely that the perception of changes

in bar height were distorted by action.
8. Discussion
In this study, we provide the first experimental evidence that

the association between visuo-spatial and auditory-temporal

quantities is enhanced in the context of action. This provides

behavioural evidence in support of an instrumental role of

action in binding spatial and temporal sensory magnitudes

in the brain.

The interaction we observed probably represents an

example of cross-modal correspondence, based on the coup-

ling of stimulus features across the visual and auditory

domain [45,46]. Cross-modal correspondences can be classi-

fied under different categories based on the mechanism

mediating the interaction: semantically mediated, i.e. deter-

mined by overlaps in linguistic tags used to classify stimuli;

structural, i.e. emerging from an intrinsic overlap in the pro-

cessing of a set of stimulus features and statistically mediated,

i.e. through stable correspondences in the environment [46].

Given the nature of our task, the visual–auditory inter-

action could be supported by a compatibility between

linguistic labels associated with the changes in grip force

(‘increasing/decreasing’), bar height (‘increasing/decreas-

ing’) and tone rate (‘accelerating/decelerating’). However, a

series of elements in this dataset suggest a significant involve-

ment of sensory magnitude factors in promoting the
RSPB20150381—10/3/15—20:08–Copy Edited by: Mahalakshmi S.
interaction. In Experiment 3, we manipulated visual infor-

mation along two dimensions: the direction of change in

bar height (increasing/decreasing) and the amount of

change in bar height (high/low). We found that the strength

of this cross-modal correspondence was scaled by the amount

of visual bar increase/decrease. If the effects were exclusively

explained as an overlap in the linguistic terms used to

describe the stimuli [46], we could expect the directional

information to be the critical dimension that interacts with

the binary ‘accelerating/decelerating’ responses to the tone

sequences, whereas the amount of change could be redun-

dant information in this respect. This modulation could on

the other hand suggest an interaction of sensory quantities,

where larger increases in one dimension (visual bar) deter-

mine the misperception of larger increases in a second

dimension (auditory tones).

In Experiment 4, we observed that increasing/decreasing

grip force alone does not interfere with the accelerating/

decelerating judgements of the auditory tones. If we were

exclusively dealing with the interaction of linguistic tags,

we should probably expect equivalent interactions between

grip force and auditory stimuli to those observed between

visual and auditory stimuli, based on equivalent semantic

overlaps. In addition, despite action having no direct signifi-

cant effect on the auditory information (Experiment 4), and

no direct significant effect on the visual information (see

Experiment 6 discussion), action clearly modulated the

strength of the visual–auditory interaction (Experiments 1

and 2). Collectively, this suggests a more complex relation-

ship linking action, visual and auditory stimuli than a

straightforward overlap in signs of linguistic tags.

The visual–auditory interaction could therefore involve

an intrinsic overlap in the processing of visual and auditory

stimulus features (structural correspondence). The features

in question could be represented by overlapping abstract

‘prothetic’ (magnitude related, see [46]) spatial and temporal

representations, or overlaps occurring at earlier processing

stages, prior to the extraction of abstract magnitude infor-

mation (e.g. [47]). Action is known to promote cross-modal

integration [48–51], and here, action might provide a

bridge that favours the interaction of visual and auditory sig-

nals as well as the quantitative information evaluated within

these signals. While ATOM proposes that different magni-

tude processes overlap in parietal areas, the mechanism

that promotes the integration of these sensory signals must

not necessarily be hardwired into the brain’s architecture.

The modulatory effect of action could also emerge as a func-

tion of a priori joint distributions of the visual and auditory

signals (‘coupling prior’; see [52]), as predicted by Bayesian

integration theory. The fact that the combination of the

visual–auditory signals is enhanced by actions could

depend on an expectation that these signals covary when

action is involved.

The modulatory effect of action on the strength of the

space–time interaction could also be potentially explained

in terms of sense of agency: i.e. the fact of feeling that one

is controlling the changes in bar height might amplify its

impact on the tone sequence. As a matter of fact, Experiment

5 showed that actions involving different sensorimotor

associations (Direct and Constant mapping) resulted in

equivalent effects on the tone sequence. Experiment 6,

however, suggests that being in control of the changes in

bar height alone cannot fully account for this magnitude
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compatibility effect. In the Inverse Mapping scenario, subjects

control the bar by releasing grip force to increase bar height.

In this condition, however, no influence was observed on the

auditory sequences despite involving an active control over

bar height.

In conclusion, we show that the interaction between

visuo-spatial and auditory-temporal signals is enhanced in
RSPB20150381—10/3/15—20:08–Copy Edited by: Mahalakshmi S.
the context of action. We learn the statistical relationship

between different sensory channels—as well as the relation-

ship between different magnitudes carried by these

channels—through action.

Data accessibility. Raw behavioural and grip force data can be found
here: doi:10.5061/dryad.73fq4.
blishing.org
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